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Modules over semirings have been studied by C&k&y and others. Csik;iny 
has given a general algebraic characterization of varieties which are essentially 
classes of modules over semirings. In this paper, we give another charac- 
terization which is based on GrHtzer’s notion of independence of elements in 
universal algebra. In doing so, we have answered one of the questions raised 
by Grgtzer in [5]. Our methods are so close to the methods of category 
theory that it seemed natural to extend it to a characterization theorem for 
categories of modules; one such characterization is given in Section 3. 
Section 1 is descriptive of our basic notations and terminology. In Section2, 
we study varieties of modules over semirings. Section 3 concerns itself with 
categories of modules. Finally, in Section 4 we state some problems related 
to our work. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1. I Categories 
For notions of category theory we shall in general follow the notation and 
terminology of IVIitchell [8]; h owever, we do deviate somewhat. For .%’ a 
category and A, B objects of Z, .Y(A, B) d enotes the collection of morphisms 
from A to B; we will assume this collection is always a set. For A an object of 
LX’“, X(4, .) is a functor from 2 to Sets where Sets denotes the category of 
sets and functions. For A 1 ,..., A, objects of Y, their coproduct will be 
denoted by A, + ... + A, ; the injection mappings are understood to be 
present and will be denoted by in, (in, : Ai - A, $ ... -f- A,). If Ai = A 
for i = I,..., 72, A, + ... + A, will be written n . A. Similarly, 
products are denoted by A, x ... x A, with projection morphisms 
pri : --J, X ... x A, - Ai . The n-fold direct power of an object A is 
denoted by “A. If 9” is such that A, -/- ... + A, and A, x ... x A, exist 
for all A, ,... , A, objects of -X, and Z has a zero object, there is a unique 
morphism 6 : ,+I, + ... + A, - A, x ... x A, such that for 1 < i, j < n, 
prj 6 ini = & (here sij is the Kronecker delta). S is an isomor- 
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phism if and only if there exists an object d, 8 ... (-~: A& with injections 
Aj TL A, 0 ... @ -4, and projections -4i (0 ... fJ> -J,, Jr% .4, such that 
the first diagram,is a coproduct, the second a product and pr, in; m_ 6,, . 
In this case, (Aj 2-k i3, @ ... Gl d, z-+ 4,) or moresimply, 4, g’ ... C :I,, 
is called a direct sum system. X is ser.&ad&&e if it has a zero object and the 
direct sum system ,4 @ A exists for every object 4. If X is semiadditive, then 
for any object P, there is a unique functor H : .Y ---f Abm such that 
,x‘ -H+ Abm + Sets = y i’ ---f Sets; here, Abm is the category of Abelian 
monoids and homomorphisms and the unnamed functor is the forgetful one. 
(See Mitchell [S]). 
Let 3” be a full reflective subcategory of 2’. The reflection map of an 
TV-object I, in Y will be denoted by 0(L) : L ---f I, . If f, g : K 4 K’ are 
X morphisms and h : K’A L = coeg(f, g) in 9, then B(L)h = coeq(f,g) in X. 
If (Ki 2% L) is a coproduct in L with each K, in ~7, then (Kt 3 L a+ L,, ) 
is a coproduct in X. 
1.2. Varieties. 
Suppose 9“ is a variety of algebras (in the sense of Birkhoff); we treat I 
as a category in the usual way, (morphisms are homomorphisms). -k‘ is a 
complete and cocomplete category; in particular, 9’” has coproducts and 
coequalizers. Let f : A + B be a homomorphism; define K to be the kernel 
of f, i.e., K = ((ai , uz) :f(uJ = f(a,)}, and let p, , p, : K -+ A be the 
restrictions of the projection maps. Then it is easily seen thatf = coeq( p, , p2) 
if and only iffis onto. We shall have occasion to use this fact later. 
For each set X, the Y-free algebra generated by X is denoted by F,“. 
When confusion is unlikely, the superscript will be omitted. If n is a natural 
number, F,l is the algebra of n-ary polynomials of %“. The set of n-ary 
polynomials of V will be denoted O,(V) and is thus the carrier of F, . Observe 
that the coproduct (in ~9”) 11 * Fl is V-freely generated by {ini : i < n>, 
so there is a canonical isomorphism f : F, -+ n * F, . Assuming 9“ has a zero 
object, let 6 : n . Fl ---f ‘“Pi be the -t“-homomorphism defined in 1 .l. It is 
routine to check that for all u(xi ,..., x,,) E O,(Y), Sf[u(xi ,..., x~,)] =-m~ 
[u(xl , 0 ,..., 0) )...) u(0 )..., 0, X1<)]. 
Suppose ‘YP” and 9’ are two varieties. We would like to say that YZ. and 5“ 
are definitionally equivalent if they consist of essentially the same algebras 
but arc defined differently, e.g., the variety of groups with primitive operations 
multiplication and inverse, and the variety of groups with division as its 
primitive operation. To make this notion precise, observe that O,(Y ‘) can be 
made into an algebra with an n-ary operation fCL for each u E 0, by defining 
fu(@o ,‘.., Z&J”,, ,“., X9‘-1) = U[C”(X” ,..., &-I) ,..., Z’,,&() ,..., q-J] 
where ‘z’(, ..., 4+-r E O,( Y’). 
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Denote this algebra by Op,(V). M Te will say ‘9” and -It” are dejnitioncdly 
equivalentl if for each natural number n, there is a bijection g,: Opn(V) + 
Opn(W) such that the following condition holds: 
rf u E O,(V) and v0 ,..., v+, E O,,(V), then 
gA4%(‘T” >..., ~,,-A...> %I(% ,...1 %,)I> 
= &2(4CEn,[%(% ,‘.., L-l)l,...> gnh&o ?.*.Y %-111). 
It is easily seen that Y- and %* are defmitionally equivalent if and only if there 
exists an isomorphism of categories di : Y’+ W such that V-c YY --j 
Sets = YC + Sets where the unnamed functors are the forgetful ones. 
1.3 llfodules over a semiring. 
1-1 semiring is a triple (R, +, .,) such that (R, +) is an Abelian monoid 
with zero (written 0), ~{R, -> is a monoid with unit 1, and the following 
equations hold in R: 
x-0 =0-x =o; 
x-(y+.z) =x’y+x’“; 
(y+z)..t =y*x+z*x. 
Thus a ring is a semiring in which every element has an additive inverse. 
For R a semiring, a right R module is a quadruple (M, +, 0, .> such that 
(M, +, 0) is an Abelian monoid, and * is a function from R x M to M 
satisfying for all Y, r’ E R, x, y E M: 
(1. . r’)x = Y * (Y’ . x); 
r-(x +y) =r-r+r.y; 
(r $ r’) . x = Y . s + Y’ . x; 
0.x =o; 
1 . 9 = x. 
Notice that if R is a ring, then a semiring R module and the usual notion of 
R module coincide. An R module is formally not an algebra, but it can be 
made into one by associating with each Y E R a unary operation which takes x 
to I . ,x; thus we shall treat modules as algebras. R-mod, the collection of all 
right R modules, is then a variety. 
’ The definition we have given is easily seen to be equivalent to the statement that 
the two varieties have isomorphic clones; or isomorphic algebraic theories in the sense 
of the Columbia 1963 thesis of Iawere; or isomorphic triples ([I], [7]). 
If lFil : i E II is a family of R modules, their coproduct is constructed as 
(-4, ---L-> A : i E I) lvherc i2 is the submodule of finitely nonzero functions of 
their product P,,, -4, and the jth coordinate of in,(x) is x for i -= j and 0 for 
i -;i i. In other words, coproducts are just like those for modules over a ring. 
(‘oequalizers are constructed at the level of Ahm. More precisely, let 
f, g : .I + R be K homomorphisms. Then f, R are monoid homomorphisms; 
let h : R mm, C be coeq(f, s) in Ahm. For each Y E R, .x ~+ r . .x is an Abm 
homomorphism of -“1 and R. Furthermoi-e, for s E .,I, /W&Y 1zfr.y lpx 
h~gx. Thus there is a unique Ahin homomorphism t : C + C such that for 
any y t R, levy thy. Define Y.Y tv for .s E C; it is then easily seen that C 
becomes an R module and lz an R homomorphislr~. Thus h coedf, x) in 
R-mod. If R haplxns to be a ring, a similar argument shows coequalizers in 
R-mod are constructed at the level of .4h. 
1.4 AJ condition c!f Griitaer 
Suppose Y. is a \-ariety and _ I F 1 ‘. For P; C .-I we denote by [S] the 
subalgcbra of d generated by S. A subset in,, ,..., N,, ,I of .J is zwakly indepen- 
dent if ([u,] 2% [a,, ,.... a I, ,] : i ‘ II) is a coproduct in Y . . (Here inc is the 
obvious inclusion map). Our definition is easily seen to coincide with 
G&zer’s notion [5]. Y“ satisfies Gviitxer’s conditionif Y . has a zero object and 
if for ever!; i2 E Y and {a,, ,..., u,,~, j. ‘I -‘I, {u,, ,..., n,, ..t] is weakly independent 
if and only if there is an isomorphism ,f: [o,,] x ... \< [(z,,~,] --b [a,, ,..., a,,-,] 
with f(0 ,..., 0, ai , 0 ,..., 0) = a, for i I’_ IL 
In [5], Gratzcr conjectured that Y - satisfies Gratzer’s condition if and only 
if Y - is definitionally equivalent to the variety of modules over some ring. 
In 2.1 we show this is almost true; to make it true, replace “ring” with 
“semiring”. 
2.1 'I'IlEORExl. Let Y be a variety mith zero object. The ,fbllozuirg five 
conditions aye equivalent: 
1. P^ is definitionally equivalent to R-mod for some semirirg R; 
2. Y. satisjies Griitxev’s condition; 
3. Fov all integers n :-- 1, theve esist projections pri : n ’ F, ---f F, making 
n . F, a direct sum system for n copies of I:, ; 
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4. For all integers n, the passage u(x,, ,..., x,-~) to 
[U(X() , 0 )..., O), .., u(0 ,..., 0, x,-,)I 
from O,,(Y ‘) to n-tuples of O,( V) is bijectke. 
5. Y is a semiadditizle category. 
Proof. The equivalence of 1 and 5 is due to C&any [3] and a proof can 
be found there. The rest of the proof will follow a direct cyclic path. 
1 implies 2. We may assume 9’ =:: K-mod for some semiring R. Let --I 
be an R module and a,, ,..., a,,+, E *-1 (n 5 1). Let ,f be the unique R homo- 
morphism from [a,,] Ej .*. a [a,,-,] such that ,f(O ,..., ai ,..., 0) _ ai for i $ n. 
Clcarl!-,f is onto. Iff is an isomorphism, then 
is a coproduct, so {a,, ,..., a,,+,)- is weakly independent. Conversely, if 
{n,, ,..., a,,_,) is weakly independent, there is a homomorphism 
g : [a,, (..., o,,+,] --f [a,)] I:-:! ... (<, [a,, -,I 
such that ,?(a!) (0 ,..., oi ,..., 0). Clearlyf and g are inverses, so [a,, ,..., N,, -t] 
and [+] Ci> ... {jl [a,,+,] are isomorphic. 
2 implies 3. Consider the coproduct diagram (F, TL n . F, : i c< n) 
where n is a positive integer. Let ai 7: in,(l). Then (a,, ,..., a,,+,: is a weakly 
independent subset of n . F, . Thus there is an isomorphism 
f : [a,,] ;K ... X [u+,] -+ 12 .F, 
with .f(O ,..., ai ,..., 0) -: ai . Now observe [a,] is isomorphic to F, and 
[a,, ,..., a,-,] =m n . Fi . Thus f is an inverse to the diagonal map 8 of I. I. 
It follows that ?z . FI can be made into a direct sum system. 
3 implies 4. Immediate from 1 .l and 1.2. 
4 implies I. Take $- E O,(Y ‘) so that 0 + x = s + 0 == x (possible bq 
4 taking -1 to the preimage of (I, I)-tl K 1 ,air of identity operations). The 
elements (X -1-y) $- (2 + ZU), (X 4 2) $ (y + w) of O,(%“) give rise to the 
same 4-tuples of unary operations, and thus coincide. Setting z =m- 0, we 
obtain the associative law for -!-. Setting s mu: 0 and w :: 0 we obtain the 
commutative law for +. Thus every r2 E I’- has the structure of an Abelian 
monoid in a natural manner. Now set R = O,(T). If Y, s E R, Y f-- s is defined 
as above and YS is defined to be composition. We claim R is a semiring with 
these operations. For example, to show the left distributive law, suppose 
r, s, t l Oi(fl/‘). Then the two elements Y[S(S) + t(y)] and U(X) + ‘t(y) of 
O,(% ‘) give rise to the same pair of unary operations, namely [KY(X), rt( y)]. 
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Hence they arc equal, so Y[S(X) -1 t(x)] -:-- U(X) 7 vt(s), i.e., F(S -1 t) :- 
1’~ $- it. Kow every algebra ;4 E Y can be made an R module with the defini- 
tion of ~.- as given and I’X for Y E R and s E rZ defined to be Y(X). Also by 
applying the above construction, WC SW that every element of O,,( Y”) can be 
defined in terms of j- and the unar!. operations of R; namely, if u E O,,(Y), 
u(x,, ,..., s,,-r) -: u(xo , 0 ,..., 0) - ..’ ! ~(0 ,..., 0, .~,,~r). It follows easily that 
R-mod and ^t. are definitionally equivalent. This completes the proof. 
The following corollary requires similar arguments to those in theorem 
and will be left to the reader. Among other things, it answers the problem 
of what to add to Gratzer’s condition to get a characterization of modules 
over a ring. 
2.2 COROLLARY. Let f he a variety satisfying any of the equivalent con- 
ditions of 2.1. The follozuing four conditions on Yl‘ are equivalent: 
1. I _ is dejinitionally equivalent to the category of modules over some ring. 
2. ‘Inhere exist u E O,(% ‘) and r E O,(Y’) with u(x, 0) --~ x q -m ~(0, s) and 
u[s, r(x)] =: 0. 
3. There exist homomorphisms f : Ii x F, - FI and g : F, + E; such that 
f(x, 0) ---= s ~ f(0, x) andf[x, g(x)] == 0. 
4. J is an udditive category (see [8] for a definition.) 
2.3 COROLLARY. Let R be a semiring and ‘V a subvariety of R-mod. Then 
I 1 is dejkitionally equivalent to the variety of modules over some semiring. 
Proof. It is enough to check that 5 is semiadditive, but this follows 
since Y is a full subcategory of R-mod which is closed under products and 
subalgebras. 
By a variety of monoids with operators, we mean a variety of algebras with 
one binary operation under which the algebras are monoids and a collection 
of unary operations, each of which is an endomorphism of the monoid 
structure. 
2.4. COROLLARY. If Y is a variety of Abelian monoids with operators, 
then Y is de$nitionally equivalent to R-mod for some semiring R. If Y“ i.s a 
variety of Abelian groups with operators, then 9’ is dejinitionally equivalent to 
R-mod for some ring R. 
It may bc noted that in 2.3, since I;;*’ is a quotient of Ffmmod, the construc- 
tion in the proof of 2.1 will give that Y‘ is definitionally equivalent to S-mod 
where S is a quotient semiring of R. It has been pointed out by Cs&kriny [3] 
that this is a natural biunique correspondence between subvarieties of R-mod 
and quotients of R. 
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3. i% CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM FOR ~~‘~RACT CATEGORIES 
In this section we characterize those categories which are equivalent to 
R-mod for some semiring R. We also obtain a new characterization for 
modules over a ring. Throughout this section .X will be a fixed but arbitrary 
category. M’e maintain here our earlier assumption that .;/c(il, B) is a set 
for all objects il, B of 2”. 
We shall be interested in functors H : .F 4 Abm and objects P of .X 
which satisfv some or all of the following conditions: 
(A) .X- -% Abm + Sets .== .f -12, Sets; 
(B) For every r E Z(P, P), ~ o Y: H(P) --f H(P) is a monoid homomorphism. 
(C) For every set n, the n fold copower (P 25 n . P : i E n) exists in X 
andfor all x : P - n . P there is a finite F C n and a family {xi E (P, P) : i E F) 
such that ,x := C{injxi : i E F} in the Abelian monoid H(n * P). 
(D) For every object 9 of <X, the X morphism tA : G(A) + A is a coequalizer 
where G(z4) = (P, A) . P and fA is defked by fA in, = a, for a E (P, iz). 
(E) II preserves coequalizer diagrams; that is, whenever h = coeq( f, R) in 
Y, II(h) = coeq[( f ), H(g)] in Abm. 
A word about interpretation: Axiom (A) says that P is an Abelian comonoid 
object of S. Thinking of morphisms from P as “elements”, the elements of 
2’ objects are Abelian monoids, the functions of elements induced by ,X 
morphisms are monoid homomorphisms and, via (B), the elements of P 
form a semiring. Axioms (C), (D) and (E) imply that P is a small projective 
generator (projective with respect to coequalizers). The smallness condition 
(C), that elements of n * P be finite sums of elements of P, prevents situations 
like X = compact Abelian groups, P = the free compact abelian group on 
one generator (i.e., the character group of the discrete circle) from creeping in. 
In (D), think of P as the free module on one generator, (P, A) . P as the free 
module on the elements of A and tA as the unique homomorphic extension 
of the identity function of A; this axiom guarantees that Ea is onto at the 
level of elements, which fails to occur when, say, .X is Abelian groups and 
P is the two element group. 
3.1 LEMMA. The following statements about X are equivalent: 
(i) For some semiring R, LX? is equivalent to a full reflective subcategory of 
R-mod which contains all free modules; 
(ii) .?Y has coequalixers and satisfies (A), (B), (C), and (D), for some H, P. 
Proof. (i) implies (ii). We may assume that Z is a full reflective subcate- 
gory of R-mod and that F, is a S object for all sets n. Let P = F1 . H is 
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defined satisfying (A) and (B) using the obvious pointwise addition (that is, 
identifying elements with homomorphisms from 1’). H is the .iy^ restriction 
of the forgetful functor to Abm. (C) is obvious from the construction of 
coproducts in R-mod. For each K object d, G(A) - F(,,,) in R-mod and 
tn is the canonical homomorphism Fc~,~) -F il composed with the natural 
isomorphism G(,4) +Fc~.~J . Thus there is a pair of R homomorphisms .f, 
,r such that Ea ~ caeq(f, g) in R-mod. Then if j, f arc the reflections off, R 
in X, lA = ~wg(j, S) in X. 3” has coequalizers by the remxk in 1.1 
that full reflective subcategories inherit coequalizers. (ii) implies (i). The 
functoriality of II and axiom (B) guarantees that R ~:z H(P)[ = (I’, P)] is a 
semiring with multiplication defined as composition. For &-! an object 
of 2” let @(il) be the K module with underlying monoid II(L-l) and the action 
(P -5 [‘)(P -Ir, .3) =: I’---:+ I-‘-% .4. If f : il --f B is a 2‘ morphism, then 
it is easily seen f c - : @(.-I) - O(H) is an R homomorphism. Thus @ is a 
functor such that X A R-mod - Abm m= .;/f -% Abm. Given f, g : A + B 
in .Y with Q(f) - Q(g), we have f 0 P ) -: (P, ‘4) -+ (P, B), so 
.fL in, : & in,, for all a : P + A. By the uniqueness of coproduct induced 
maps,ftA =- gtA . Since tA is a coequalizer in X, it is an epimorphism; thus 
f g. This shows that @ is faithful. Also @ is one to one on objects of .X; 
(morphisms with different codomains are different). If follows that @(2”) is a 
subcategory of R-mod. To prove D(X) is a full subcategory, suppose 
Z,/J : @(-II) --f @(II) is an R homomorphism with 4, L3 objects of X. Define 
f : G(.?) - B in X by f in,, ~~ #(u) for all a E (P, .A). For each t : P -+ G(d), 
write t C in,r, as in Axiom (C). Then 
(f 0 -)(t) = f @ in, ycI) = If in,, r,, -= C $(a)r,, 
Thus fo - = $(f, o -) : @[G(A)] + Q(B). By axiom (U), ta m-p coeg(u, ZJ) 
for some pair of 2-morphisms U, QY : X - G(i2). For each x : P + X, we 
have 
Since X(P, *) : X + Sets is faithful (since @ is faithful) we have f~ =..: Jv. 
Thus there is a unique g : z4 - B such that gtA = f. Now if a : P - A, then 
(g 0 -)(u) = ga ~== gta in, 
= fin, = #(u). 
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Thus # = Q(g) and Q, is full. To show Q(X) is a reflective subcategory of 
R-mod, we need to show @ has a left adjoint. By Theorem IS.3 of [7], this 
is the case if and only if K-c R-mod ---f Sets has a left adjoint. Thus we 
need only show that the functor Sets ---f .Y’ which sends n to n . P is a left 
adjoint to X(1-‘, .), but this is clear. For M an R module, let (M) be the 
reflection of M in Q(K) and O(M) : Jl- (M) the reflection map. Now 
R = Q(P) E CD(X). Let 12 be a set and let 1 be the free generator of R 
(as an R module), and denote by inji : R + I’, , for;,,! t n, the unique 
homomorphism determined by inj;( 1) = i. Then (R ----it F,z : i t H) is a 
coproduct diagram (Fig. 1) in R-mod. Now (A FL F7, 3% (Fr,) : i E 1) is 
a coproduct in @(X). and we may assume without loss of generality t.lat 
F,, “FL+ O(F,;,,) -‘-+ nK 
-1 
inc ,lj I 
+ 
(F,,) @(z . I’). !J:‘e will be through if we show (E;,) and Fn are isomorphic. 
Let x : R + @(n . P). By (C), x = C O(R,J inj,xj for some finite set (x,) 
of endomorphisms of R. But then s := O(Rn)(x in jlxi), which shows O(F,) is 
onto. Let inc : F, -+ “R be the canonical inclusion of F;, into the Tz-power 
(“R ZL R : i E n) of R. Since R E @p(X), there is a unique pi : (F,) --f R 
with p,O(F,,) := pri inc for all it n. Let p : (F,) --f “R be the unique homo- 
morphism such that pri p mP pi for all i E n. Thus we have the commutative 
diagram of Fig. 1. Since pO(F,) g- a ices with inc on each coordinate of RI!, 
pO(F,,) = inc. It follows that O(F,) is one to one. This completes the proof. 
3.2 THEOREM. ILet .I#“’ be a category. T/w foflozkg fao statements about .Yf 
equivar%nt : 
(i) .X‘ is equivalent to R-modfor so?ne semiring R. 
(ii) .w‘ has coequakzevs andsatisfies (A), (B), (C), (D), nncl (E), fey some II, P. 
Proof. (i) implies (ii). By 3.1, we need only verify condition (E) but this 
was observed in 1.3. 
(ii) implies (i). Let R, @ : X --f R-mod bc as in the proof of 3.1. Let S 
be an R module. There is a X object A with @(A) c Fc,,,) and hence an 
R homomorphism Iz : @(,4) --f X which is onto. There is an R module M 
and homomorphisms f, g : M ----f @(i3) such that h = coeq(f, g) in R-mod. 
Now there is a K object R and an R homomorphism t : D(B) - M which is 
onto [because D(K) contains all free R-modules]. Then Iz =- coeq( ft, ,rt) 
481;Is/r-5 
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in R-mud. Take .L g : B --f A such that Q(j) m= ft and @( 1) 1. gt. Let 
u : Ji -+ C be a coequal&r offand 2 in ,X’. By (E), and remarks made in 1.3, 
@(a) : @(/l) -> Q(C) is a coequalizer offt, gt in R-mod. Hence, Q(C) :-.: X. 
This completes the proof. 
3.3 EXAMPLE. The hypotheses of 3.2 are strictly stronger than those of 
3. I. Let .X be the class of torsion free Abelian groups. X is a quasivariety of 
Ab, i.e., X is closed under products and subgroups. Thus by the adjoint 
functor theorem, .Y is a full reflective subcategory of Ab and clearly .X 
contains all free Abelian groups. On the other hand, .X” is additive but not 
Abelian, so by 2.2 is not equivalent to any variety. 
3.4 Remark. 3.1 and 3.2 may be rcpcated for rings instead of semirings 
bv merelv replacing Abm bv Ab. 3.2 then becomes a new characterization for 
categories of modules over a ring. Its main feature is that Abelianess is not 
assumed. (Compare with [I], [2].) 
4. PROBI.ERIs 
A category is balanced if every monomorphism which is an cpimorphism. 
It is an interesting question to ask when a variety (considered as a category) 
is balanced. For R a ring, R-mod is always balanced; such is not the case for R 
a semiring. For example, if R is the semiring of natural numbers, then 
R-mod is the same as Abm. In this case the injection of the natural numbers 
into the integers, both considered as Abelian monoids, is a monomorphism 
and an epimorphism, but not an isomorphism. 
PROBLEM 1. Characterize those semirin~s R for which R-mod is balanced. 
(:onsider the semiring R = ((0, I}, A, . with 0 $m 0 = 0, 0 -I- I =_ 
1 --i 0 1 $ I -=~ l,O.O-0.1 ~~~ I .O --O, 1 *l -7 l.ThenR-modis 
essentially the variety of upper semilattices with zero and is easily seen to be 
halanced. Notice that this R is a homomorphic image of the semiring of 
natural numbers. 
PRoBum 2. Is it true that for R a proper homomorphic image of the semiring 
of natural numbers that R-mod is balanced? 
Sotice that problem 2 is equivalent to asking if every proper subvariety of 
Abm is balanced. It may he useful in this connection to notice that each 
proper subvariety- of Abm is characterized by an equation of the form nzx = 
(m + x)x where m, n are natural numbers. This observation also leads to a 
description of the lattice of subvarieties of Abm. 
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